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ABSTRACT
In manufacturing pharmaceutical pharmaceutical industries handled thousands of variances depends upon
the customer / client requirement. In this variant heavily affect child products or tier 2 pharmaceutical industries.
Moreover tier 1 and tier 2 pharmaceutical industries are utilized JIS (Just -in sequence). Pharmaceutical industries
are utilizing their own packages to sort out above mentioned problem. Even existing packages it’s not supported
verification, maintenance and according to policy makers’ view. Most probably industrial communication used
verity of ways. Depends upon the area of the function they are used, special types of packages (like inspection,
manufacturing, operation, inventory level and variances maintenance and so on...) By using these type of tracking
and exploration of the data’s it’s not fruitful for policy makers. In connection with we plan to introduce new
schema of the protocol under first stage temporal data, data exploration and second stage would be customized
according to the requirement function. Moreover, manufacturing high level policy makers face numerous problems
with JIS and product variance. These are the data very huge and volume of handling is very difficult. As a
manufacturing sector implementation about data center and monitoring is not cost effective manner. In this paper
made an examination about secure data enhancement in a manufacturing execution system platform using a cloud
computing technology in the field of pharmaceutical industries.
1
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today’s tier 1 manufactures facing an enormous amount of pressure, competition and operation
complexity were increased due to the high volume of variance maintenance, a milky way of the supply chain
activity, JIS and Off-the-shelf concepts. In the plant floor area tremendous amount of sensors is used from that data
are generated and created a structured file system. In those file usage different from each other. As a plant manager
view different from other managerial views. According to the requirements of different managerial view from the
temporal data file is too tedious, file, preservation and decision making also time taking process. Due to variance
maintenance, product traceability, reporting, production control, customer cockpit - monitoring, Milky Way runs of
the pharmaceutical industries are followed very new and amicable concepts are utilized. Tier 1 pharmaceutical
industry data handling replica about Big data, moreover as a manufacturing sector can’t maintain IT landscape.
Moreover around pharmaceutical industries gather variety of information, Information may be structured, semi
structured and UN- structured one, in those data are very useful for different drive. So tier 1 pharmaceutical
industries seeking solutions above mentioned problems. In this same problem numerous way to solve, but each and
every packages possess merits and demerits. In tier 1 manufactures require highly scalable, performance metric,
deployment, easy to customization, functional performance and distributed framework. With these requirements,
researchers identify numerous technologies. All technologies possesses the specific advantage and disadvantage. In
this paper made a survey about Web Based Monitoring of Shop Floor System, Secure Data Transfer, Cloud
Storage Security and Resource Management.
2. WEB BASED MONITORING ON SHOP FLOOR SYSTEM
Wu and Ellis (2000), established a framework that links manufacturing strategy analysis (MSA) and
manufacturing system design (MSD) from the standpoints of strategic initiatives of manufacturing information
system (MIS). Wu (2001), developed working centers on coordination mechanisms in multi-agent-systems, and
one of the most significant problems in agent-founded knowledge management is used. Efstathiou (2002),
quantified manufacturing complexity from the viewpoints of structural, dynamic and decision-making using
information-theortic modeling approach. Zhou & Nagi (2002), presented distributed information systems
architecture for agile manufacturing enterprises in a way which permits the heterogeneous partners to be fused and
their internal operations were unaltered with the enterprise-wide information kept in a consistent manner. Zhou &
Nagi (2002), further contributed a workflow manager as well as a systematic manager whose concern is to develop
composite workflow for the virtual enterprise. Lee (2003), provided a review on the fundamentals, enabling tools
and the information systems that the manufacturing pharmaceutical industries are globally experiencing. The
transformation was aided by the e-commerce and Internet technologies that changed the focus of companies from
local factory to a global enterprise in order to crate business outlook. Lee & Kumara (2003), contributed a
distributed, collaborative and adaptive planning and control method that can be used for distributed multiple
product development projects (DMPDPs) in modern e-enterprises. Zhan (2003), proposed a web-oriented
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collaborative product design framework in which approved users can access the organizations product data from
any of the geographical locations worldwide. Estrem (2003), discussed several essential economic, technological
and organizational factors. It should be looked in sketching by enterprise information architectures for the potential
installation of web services and connected architectures oriented for servicing to meet the strategic intentions more
virtualized manufacturing enterprise. Morel (2007), found out that broader automation technologies HMESE
framework integrating MES standardized, and standardizing from modeling languages should make moving of the
IiM to the paradigm IMS for ECMI problems easy. Camarinha-Matos & Afsarmanesh (2003), reviewed the
elements of virtual enterprise infrastructure from the perspectives of current approaches and trends in the
establishment of such infrastructures. Verwijmeren (2003), presented software component architecture for supply
chain management by considering dynamic organizational networks. In managing the architecture, interaction
among three system components- enterprise resource planning, warehouse management and transportation
management- was sought. Swarnkar and Tiwari (2004), enlightens some of the key problems encountered in the
developing of real appointment generation architecture in the e-manufacturing surroundings. The high costs, longcycle time of the development of production plant-control systems and the lack of robust system-integration
abilities are some of the major rents deter in the development under the underlying architecture. Yusuf (2004),
examined key dimensions of implementation of ERP system within a large manufacturing organization and
identified core issues to confront in successful implementation of enterprise information system. Wang (2004),
presented a new approach to the distant real time machining. It is carried out as a web-founded system on the
framework of the clever production plant with three-tier architecture. Lee (2004), introduced a dynamic data
exchange pattern which tries to exchange the data automatically. Filtering from valuable data is allowed between
the traditional relationship database model and case-founded judging knowledge container. Koh & Saad (2004),
suggested an intelligent feedback algorithm to seize the variations in the POR list caused by the lack of clarity in a
MRP control manufacturing simulation model. Shen (2004), models developed the enterprise information system.
Three far- used modeling methods are as follows: IDEF0, around functional models to find IDEF3 to win process
descriptions, and DFD to describe information / data flow under the activities. Steger-Jensen & Svensson (2004),
know footbridge system ERP discussed a main challenge for the traditional craft-founded unique manufacturers,
because the procedures, structure and necessary precision of her technical ability is wide. Drstvensek (2004),
presented models of the data bank thinks GA optimization about working operation data how frames of the
optimization and on this base optimum from the sentence of available operations look. Koh & Saad (2004),
suggested an intelligent feedback algorithm to seize the variations in the POR schedule, which are caused by the
lack of clarity in a MRP controlled manufacturing simulation model. Sahin (2005), examined the influence of the
information sharing and the physical flow coordination in a make-to-order supply chain. Hao (2005), developed an
advanced manufacturing paradigm which is strongly done by the economic factors worldwide. Zhang (2006),
described a new method synergy of two appearances production images: Agent-founded agile production systems
and e- manufacturing. Kim & Al (2006), suggested virtual reality (VR) to module, uses a commercial virtual
manufacturing system as the spectator immersive system VR on a grape of PCs and accepts the modified
simulation algorithm. De Vin (2006), presented resource simulations and information fusion potentially strong
tools for the decision are a support in the manufacturing field. Jiao (2006), applied the multi-agent system
paradigm to the cooperating negotiations in a global production supply chains net. Butala & Sluga (2006),
represented AWS is a lean structure and owns to technological ability represented by EWS as well as the
administrative functionality for the autonomous management of internal operations and for the coordination with
other nodes. Timm (2006), suggested an innovative approach to the dynamic ability management to judge
rationally the software agent allowed, on her abilities and to create dynamically abilities as solutions. Delen & Pratt
(2006), developed an advanced system of information-infrastructure in the form of decisive help-systems to help
managers, to meet better decisions to those more complex problem screenplays. Kovacs (2006), introduced some
basic research results achieved in the application of the surrounding intelligence, and suggest thinking about
servicing as a cross section by two commercial paradigms. Leita & Restivo (2006) introduced and suggested
architecture a flexible control which dynamically between a more centralized structure and a more decentralized
one. Huang (2007), presented an affordable solution to these problems; and used wireless manufacturing. Wireless
manufacturing counts substantially on radio frequency identification auto-ID sensors and wireless information
networks for the collection and synchronization of the real time field data of the manufacturing floor. Lin &
Harding (2007), examined ontology-founded approaches to represent semantics of information, in particular the
World Wide Web. Shen (2007), suggested agent-founded integration architecture oriented to service to strengthen
manufacturing scheduling services in a network of virtual enterprises. Cho (2007), introduced a united control
system that has been developed to direct the need for systems which can adapt themselves using a durable
controlling-theoretical approach in changes on the production plant as well as on the plant floor in the real time.
Mahesh (2007), planned to make easier cooperating product development and production among geographicallydistributed functional agents who use digitalized information. They developed product design, manufacturability
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appraisal; the process planning, the appointment planning, and the real-time production supervision. Chung & Peng
(2007), suggested methods that make available solutions profitably, in which the platform behaved independently
and the parts of the visualized information on the internet for the visual production. Chua (2007), developed and
suggested intelligent multi- constraint restricted capacity system. They solved the lot release procedure in a discrete
manufacturing environment. Lin & Harding (2009), analyzed cooperating production and identified at the same
time the critical challenges in the adoption of resolutions with the available and potential cooperating activity.
Uraikul (2007), presented an overview of the research project in the development of intelligent systems of the
supervision, supervision control, and diagnosis of operations in the process-system technology. Pierreval (2007),
suggested and developed a continuous worldview used itsmodel supply chains. In this approach the production
unities are considered in a macroscopic level. Zhou & Benton (2007), found (a) valuable information sharing
considerably improve effective supply chain practice; (b) supply chains dynamism positive influence on the supply
chains practice, but has not so much like on the part of information; (c) have the effective parts of information and
effective supply chains practice see significant influence on the achievement of delivery; (d) the higher the level of
the information sharing, the most importantly should reach the effective supply chains practice higher achievement.
Tannock (2007), introduced a concept of data-driven modeling and simulation directed on the supply chain and
enlarged- enterprises for the industry. Kopa’Csi (2007), examined a bird eye-view on the appearing options offered
by the distributed surrounding intelligence tools to promote competitiveness for SMEs of industrialized lands.
Bose (2008), reported many modern integrate enterprise resource planning (ERP) and deliver chain management
(SCM) systems as they work in a supplement fashion. Kojima (2008), suggested a method being based on
manufacturing case data which has a direct respect with production operations. The data will represent in the
diagram XML as it can be easily applied to web-founded systems on the shop floor. Wang (2008), described much
agile-framework which can be used with the dynamic and flexible supply-chain integration in web-founded
surroundings. Panetto & Arturo Molina (2008), described new progress in the information and communication
technologies that permit production enterprise to move done surroundings from high data - done surroundings to
more cooperative information from knowledge. Oztemel & Tekez (2008), explained the importance of a
knowledge-exchange procedure to create a uniform intelligent manufacturing system. Valckenaers (2008), offered
holonic MES, which uses a given list as a guideline to select under task-execution alternatives. Xiang & Lee
(2008), proposed that multi-agent system is adaptable and as autonomous agents combines with real entities
climbable. Blanc (2008), presented a manufacturing execution system, the images HMS using, and illustrated this
approach on a real industrial application. Mahdavi (2008), suggested a new method that has a unique design of
real-time quality control information system based on a new mathematical model support. Iassinovski (2008), was
described structures and components of a distributed adoption of resolutions system of complex separate systems
and process control. Rio & Camarinha-Mutes (2008), suggested and discussed more reasonable framework, points
to key conditions and suggested a strategy for a supporting technological infrastructure. Hernandez-Matias (2008),
suggested methods are to be created in the state, a quantitative and qualitative model of information which uses
IDEF0. Leita & Restivo (2008), presented an approach to dynamic manufacturing re-scheduling. The dire need for
the quick re-scheduling is connecting to maintain global optimization. Smith (2008), developed a pragmatic set of
tools to assemble value and to check supply-chain structure-data. A hybrid collection of technologies is used to
help these operations and to build a dynamic supply network model. Makris (2008), discussed an approach to
modeling data exchanges Internet-enabled supply-chain surroundings. Data can be exchanged by companies using
heterogeneous software applications and fulfilled general discussed rules. Carbonneau (2008), examined the
applicability of the advanced machine learning technologies, including neural networks, returning neural networks,
and support vector machines, to the forecasting distorted inquiry at the end of a supply chain. Wu (2008),
suggested an active fulfillment management perspective ERP to lead built on ERP dangers on the real option
theory. It lacks clarity directed in the course of the time, determination lacks of clarity in changing surroundings
which cannot be predestined. Bouzakis (2009), supported the development of web surroundings, which aim at the
relief of the communication between designers of prismatic parts and production societies. The suggested
framework was carried out as a web service where the easy object-access protocol (SOAP) is used for the exchange
of the necessary by these machines Yan (2009), asserted that S.APC comprises three-bury holding together acting
module namely, knowledge elicitation module, which used laddering technology. Nobre (2008), concentrated on
the general picture of organizations which pursue high degrees of the cognition to improve their abilities for the
data processing and lack of clarity management. Ribeiro (2009), carried out test cases in the assembly area, should
demonstrate like one to the seam integrates less the production plant with outside tools is able and highly
reconfigurable surroundings reach. Camarinha-Matos (2009), described the key images linked with cooperating
networked organizations (CNO), a high level classification of cooperating nets Georgoulias (2009), brought in the
advantages of integrating flexibility consideration into the change management of production systems. Uzam &
Gelen (2009), Suggested a hybrid approach to the supervision control of separate event systems. This was
successfully applied to the real-time supervision control of PLC of an experimental production system. Saxena &
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Wadhwa (2009), developed an adaptable pattern supply chains model in a way to reach seamless integration. The
simulation of this model was aimed to see at understanding the flexibility influence, IS.DKS on the cost-founded
achievement of the care chains. Guo & Zhang (2009), developed a multi-agent-based, system of the intelligent
production planning, it is necessary to build different functional agents for all means and an agent's manager to
improve the scheduling agility. Borangiu (2009), described a holonic-controlling architecture and carrying out
problems for the agile job-commercial assembly with linked- up intelligent robots based on the dynamic simulation
of the material processing and the transport. Leita (2009), presented the most modern in production rule systems,
especially technologies of the artificial intelligence used to develop. It was checked namely in multi-agent systems
and HMSs. Mo (2009), developed the production efficiency program' to improve efficiency of the industry. The
core idea of the program was three-glass cabinet projects, which demonstrated how the return on the investment
with the application can be reached from advanced production technologies. Lan (2009), developed carried out
distant service and for quick prototyping manufacturing, raised the availability of quick prototyping and
manufacturing possibilities. Wang & Lin (2009), Presented multi-agent, the agile manufacturing planning and
control system-framework supported, the event -driven and respond dynamically answer to the changing business
events and exceptions. Candido (2009), suggested roadmap in a main adoption of SOA to support agile
reconfigurable supply chains. Wang (2009), suggested an approach to automate the supply chains in dynamic and
unsafe surroundings, by the negotiations provided by agents and the decision making. Uygun (2009), presented an
overview of the distributed production simulation as well as representation of information in the distributed
production simulation which uses high architecture and his object-pattern stencil. Tiwari (2010), planned to
dissolve machine which loads problem in the e-manufacturing surroundings. The purposes of the machines-loading
problem are a maximization of the flow, and minimization of the do span. Monostori (2010), demonstrated how the
sophisticated optimization algorithms linked to digital enterprise technologies can continue to the planning and the
appointment planning of the operation of complex production systems in an efficient and logical way. Cheng
(2010), described oriented web-founded system of a service of the prototype, supply-chain collaborator, for it is
sketched for the building-supply chains integration and collaboration. Brintrup (2010), presented an autonomous
supply chains model where agents accept their decisive frames to reach the management time decrease and revenue
maximization. Sanchez (2010), suggested for coordination architectures of the discrete-event applied on a class of
automated manufacturing systems (AMS) in which a clear separation is found between equipment controlling
operations and product manufacturing procedure. Guo & Zhang (2010), suggested and developed an effective
method for the intelligent production in virtual working business surroundings have been formulated based on the
multi-agent. Germain (2011), discussed how a holonic production execution system is in the state to co-ordinate
the production and transport operations within the linked-up production. Wickboldt (2011), discussed the present
need for organizations to assert reasonable practice for IT infrastructures and service management. Zhang (2011),
presented an innovative gate on wise technology. A gate is composed from the clever object to see physically, and
logically relate with each other according to a production plant work routine configuration. Ahmad (2011),
substituted the suggested technology that the with a structure that draws directly the concurrent execution and does
not show the irrelevant states, and concurrent behavior of the system in the diminished state space presenting arms.
Bloomfield (2012), suggested an approach to raise interoperability between production applications and core usage
of simulation data information model manufactured to rationalize design and production operations everywhere in
the product life cycle. Huang (2012), opposed in the fine adaptable production systems is the key action. Other
studies had been done and different approaches have been developed to the modeling and simulation for those
adaptable production systems. Rolon & Martinez (2012), asserted that in enterprise networks temporal interaction
exits among companies through client-server relationships between order agents (clients) and resource agents
(servers), acting as autonomic managers. The authors extended a prior autonomic MES framework previously
established by the same authors to allow selfish behavior and adaptive decision making in distributed execution
control and emergent scheduling. Rolón & Martínez (2012) directed, ordinal agent recompensing to optimize
lastingly her ways going in a procession supported at the expenses of and dependability of alternative resource
agent (servers). Koksal & Tekin (2012), supported the manufacturing method of a space society by identifying this
in order to help the society in the fulfillment of EN/ACE 9100 standard conditions. Nagorny (2012), described the
main qualities of a controlling and production management architecture oriented to the service. On greater concern
on functional aspects networked with the ISA '95 enterprise architecture-standard Zhong (2013), presented a RFID
based ongoing manufacturing execution system of the mass adjustment generation production societies. Lin &
Chang (2013), directed the system dependability appraisal for a production system with multiple production lines
in parallel to the system dependability which and the possibility that a manufacturing system can satisfy an inquiry.
Wang & Xu (2013), worked on production surroundings. With the help of ICT technologies and identifications
capability was possible to understand distant collaboration, coordination, and interaction among the participants. In
addition, they carried out image CManufacturing. The key was to identify available spiritual production plants and
means to virtualize and to carry them out in the cloud as trustworthy production services. Wu (2013), developed
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clouds’ production image. A service –oriented customer-centric, demands- done production model was
investigated in their work from the future and present state perspectives. Holtewert (2013), developed a platform
by which the description of the transformation process to the networked factory was described. Lindskog & Al
(2013), presented a realistic virtual model of the factory with the high level of details, and exactness. This can be
used as a visual support at the highest level of redesigning manufacturing systems.
3. SECURE DATA TRANSFER, CLOUD STORAGE SECURITY AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Rosenthal (2010), introduced cloud architectures for biomedical informatics who to builds applications
which use a cloud, and for investigators. Sun (2011), examined the main security, privacy and trust problems in the
present available cloud arithmetic surroundings and auxiliary users recognize handy and not to handy threats united
with her use. Chonka (2011), demonstrated the occurrence of such an attack can take place, overthrew the
websites, and it can be done within a cloud. Sood (2012), proposed innovation as an approach to secure the
information which check integrity and certificate by the best conceivable modern systems. Ay (2012), identified
the key aspects of this development and emphasized the conditions which must be dripped, before this can go on.
Zissis & Lekkas (2012), (i) evaluated cloud security through the identification of unique security requirements; (ii)
presented a viable solution that eliminates these potential threats. Zhu (2012), suggested an interactive balance
protocol to carry out the balance service based on a third auditor. Li (2012), analyzed the key security challenges
experienced by the contemporary green cloud arithmetic surroundings, and suggested virtualization security
assurance architecture, cyber guarder, which is sketched to direct several key security problems within the 'green'
cloud arithmetic connection. He (2012), discussed a new efficient distributed multiple reply-data possession
(DMRDPC) pattern checked to make the availability and data integrity in the cloud to arithmetic surroundings
valid. Khorshed (2012), concentrated upon a comprehensive search on gaps, prevailing types of attacks identify,
and solutions for the cloud surroundings. Sun (2012), introduced a sure clouds storage system-model to raise data
transfer achievement and to make available of pertinacious usefulness, the P2CP has been called. Zhou (2012),
suggested OWUR/W of applications for data sourcing and presented a sure and adaptable tree-founded key descent
hierarchy which allows the separating party to access on in a given knot laid data block, while he cannot access the
data, blocked encrypted data with child keys. Liu (2012), rested the time pattern PRE to reach access control and
climbable user revocation in cloud surroundings. Lombardi (2012), developed and made available several
contributions to protect clouds about virtualization. Chen (2013), suggested that algebraic signature supported
pattern RDPC. First it made not use public key technologies to improve efficiency and the running of the algebraic
signature can reach ten- to- hundreds of megabytes per second. Secondly, it permits examination without need for
the challenger to compare itself against the original data. Kshetri (2013), undergone research on connections
available by formal and informal equipment on the perception of the privacy and security problems concerns in the
cloud. Wei (2013), suggested Sec Cloud, a privacy-cheating discouragement and secure computation. Yu (2013),
examined three calculation check mechanisms for divided data in the cloud, including two-identity privacy
preservations, the calculation check of mechanisms and a distributed storage integrity. Salah (2013), presented a
security review of Windows 7 and Linux felt hat-core 15 with the core on 2.6.38 to what two versions of modern
Windows-founded and Linux based on operating systems. Mouratidis (2013), presented a new framework, which
closes this gap, a process to the support elicitation of the security and privacy conditions and choice in a clouds
service provider based on satisfy of the cloud provider to the identified security and privacy mechanisms making
available. Ouedraogo & Mouratidis (2013), emphasized the importance of an informed choice of a clouds service
provider (CSP) in the decrease of someone’s suspension of the insecurity of a cloud connection Rong (2013),
discussed security challenges in the present cloud which estimates model, including the customary security
challenges which can be applied to the clouds computer science as well as several new challenges. Zhang (2013),
stressed the challenge how one updates gigantic-volume additional data efficiently, get protect privacy conditions
of data owners and at the same time high data utility program to data users. Arshad (2013), approached and
suggested to be effective, to direct the Analyze-Problem for clouds. Valilai (2013), suggested services-oriented
approach in the platform LAYMOD and suggested a new platform called XMLAYMOD. XMLAYMOD receives
the production data integration. Weiwei Lin (2011), suggested a threshold-founded dynamic resources allocation
plan for the cloud which estimates. Prasad Calyam (2011), developed U-RAM which uses the off-line demolition
point supported utility functions of the system, the net and the human components to make dynamic and to lay
virtual working surfaces in resources distributed data centers. Xiaoying Wang (2012), studies and analyzes the
resources and energy supervision comes out for multi row-applications in clouds service centers about new pliable
approaches without model. Anton Beloglazov (2012), developed an architectural framework and principles for the
energy-efficient clouds computer science. George Kousiouris (2012), suggested approaches forms a multinational
layered the supervision of the framework to measure QoS in the application as well as in infrastructure levels.
Gregory Katsaros (2013), presents basic challenges for climbable and reliable official platforms and architectures,
they enable to supply from cloud services adaptable and dynamically with supplies. Hao Li & Miao Xin (2012),
Analysed the qualities of the clouds computer science and the clouds bank model, and they delivered clouds
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resources risk prediction-model which is based on the mathematical statistics. Chenn Jung Huang (2013),
suggested patterns reaches an effective configuration about the meeting of an arrangement between the application
from means within physical machines that controls by a physical machine monitor and official level-agreements
between virtual machines operators and a clouds service provider. Javier Espadas (2013), suggested stationary
formal masses for under and about that from virtualized means in cloud infrastructures specifically for SaaS
platform installations with supplies. Michael Maurer (2013), examined two methods, the case-founded thinking
and a control-founded approach. They sketch and carried out them and value them with the help of a simulation
engine. Cenk Erdil (2013), suggested representations which spread information as agents of spreading resources. In
addition, they lead representations one, then information about ' in distant ' clouds can do make resources states
where cannot be direct there or even no indirect control. George Kousiouris (2013), presents arms and values two
levels general approach of the black box for the behavioral management about the cloud layers which it makes
available to estimates for resource attributes in a low step, information in a high level linked with application terms
examined. Alain Tchana (2013), examined resource management strategies in the cloud arithmetic connection,
with applications of the slave master.
4. CONCLUSION
Although we passed through a literature search is highly ranked journals, we found a little on the
appropriate literature linked to the precise match of keyword near linked with our research subject, like
manufacturing execution system in pharmaceutical industries. Cloud manufacturing and computing and cloud data
security. It is proved that our field of research is in its infancy and there are many open problems to be answered in
the field of pharmaceutical industries, security level, and required in the terms of variances.
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